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Abstract—With the booming of high-resolution Earth observa-
tion and open-data efforts, petabyte-scale Earth observation data
have been available for free access. Due to the unprecedented
availability of big data deluge, regional to global spatio-temporal
analysis has been significantly challenged with the huge computa-
tional barriers, the tedious cycles of “download-preprocess-store-
analyze” leading to excessive data downloading overhead, and the
acquisition-oriented 2-D file-based structure, which is not fit for
spatio-temporal analysis. The Earth observation data cube (EODC)
paradigm revolutionizes the traditional way of storing, managing,
and analyzing spatio-temporal RS data, and solves problems of
easy-to-use of RS data to a certain extent. However, different EODC
solutions are becoming “information silos.” Therefore, the sharing
and joint use of remote sensing (RS) data across EODCs have
become extremely challenging. To address the abovementioned
challenges, we proposed a method of in-memory distributed data
cube autodiscovery and retrieval across clouds. We construct a
distributed in-memory data orchestration across clouds to shield
the heterogeneity of the EODC storage solutions, solving “infor-
mation silos” problems, and we put forward a larger-sites-first
and spatio-temporal aware RS data discovery strategy, which can
automatically discover data across clouds for requirements. Based
on the data cube paradigm, this article proposes a quality-first data
filtering strategy, which can help users to filter out high-quality data
covering the target spatio-temporal range from the huge amount of
data, and solve the problem of data cube joint retrieval and efficient
use across clouds. In addition, we have confirmed that our method
is effective and efficient through comparative experiments.

Index Terms—Clouds, data cube, data discovery, data
integration, distributed computing, GEE, in-memory distributed
file system, remote sensing (RS) big data.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE continuous pressure on natural resources introduced
by growing human activities have gradually aggravated
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global environmental changes [1] and led our planet onto an
unsustainable pathway [2]. The Earth observation (EO) data [3]
from satellite sensors facilitates regular and continuous mon-
itoring of our planet from different facets [4]. The informa-
tion and valuable patterns elaborated from EO data enable a
great stride in understanding the Earth system dynamics [5]
from the human side and mitigating environmental changes.
Benefiting from high-resolution EO, especially the booming
diversity of advanced sensors, makes it possible to achieve
global coverage of the Earth’s surface daily with higher spatial
and spectral resolutions [6]. Up till now, the global archived
EO data have undergone explosive growth and are approaching
exabytes [7]. In particular, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
Landsat dataset [8] reaches 4.5 petabytes, whereas the European
Space Agency (ESA) Sentinels data [9] are increasing with
a daily volume of nearly six terabytes. Furthermore, due to
the open-data efforts, petabyte-scale analysis-ready data (ARD)
from the spatial agencies have become increasingly available
for free access [10], [11]. Accordingly, the flood of EO data
has been widely perceived as “big data” [12], [13]. In turn,
the unprecedented availability of EO data also gives rise to
the surging demand for larger scale resources and environmen-
tal changes monitoring [14], [15] (involving land [16], [17],
atmosphere [18], oceans [19], etc.) over longer time spans [20],
such as large-scale cropland mapping [21], global agricultural
drought monitoring [22], and global forest mapping [23].

However, in the context of “big data” [24], regional to global
research could be practically overwhelmed by the tremendous
EO data deluge. Despite the great efforts laid in harnessing the
full potential of the enormous multisensor and multitemporal
EO data [25], [26], [27], spatio-temporal analysis at a much
larger scale remains significantly challenged with several trou-
bling issues. First of all, the major challenge goes with the
tedious cycles of “download-preprocess-store-analyze” in the
traditional paradigm [3]. Despite the abundant data available, it is
significantly suffering for scientists to download all the required
data into the local repository right before analyzing. Moreover,
the excessive data transport may take several weeks and make
the entire processing unfeasible when scaling to a larger region.
Second, the other obstacle lies in the computational barrier
resulting from the massive computing power demand introduced
by the staggering scenes of EO data, which far transcend the
capacity of mainstream computing resources. Even accelerated
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by several dominant and promising high-performance comput-
ing (HPC)-enabled solutions [28], traditional ways of process-
ing remain considerably time-consuming, especially for global
monitoring [29]. What is more, EO data processing commonly
follows a scene-by-scene manner using images-as-a-temporal-
snapshot data model [10]. However, the multidimensional-
array data concepts have long been uptaken up for spatio-
temporal analysis by remote sensing (RS) experts. It becomes
quite clear that the acquisition-oriented 2-D file-based data
structure is not a user-friendly granularity for spatio-temporal
analysis. Moreover, the cumbersome data transformation for
bridging the data structure gap could inevitably lead to extra
overhead.

The EO data cubes (EODC) [30], [31], [32] as an innovative
paradigm has revolutionized the way EO data are stored, pro-
cessed, and the way users interact with large spatio-temporal
datasets. Alternative to acquisition-oriented 2-D scene-file-
based approaches, data cube is essentially an analysis-oriented
multidimensional array solution [33] that facilitates data access
along the spatial or temporal axis within one single data struc-
ture [10], [34]. Moreover, the sliced multidimensional array
structure with inherent data parallelism could simplify data
operations and make parallelization straightforward, especially
for time series analysis [33]. Recently, with HPC-enabled or
cloud-facilitated platforms, data cubes could serve massive
spatio-temporal EO data in an analysis-ready way at high service
quality and speed by lowering the big data barriers [35]. Even-
tually, it could offer web-based online analysis while avoiding
massive data downloads [36].

Nevertheless, despite the increasing attention the EODC have
gained [37], its data and service model is still rather confus-
ing[34]. Furthermore, the thriving varieties of data cube in-
frastructures and initiatives also raise further interoperability
challenges among different solutions for data cubes. With the
prosperity of EODC, several typical varieties of data-cube im-
plementations spring up, including the open data cube-based
(ODC) initiatives, such as Australian Geoscience Data Cube
(AGDC) [36], Swiss Data Cube (SDC) [35], and Colombian
Data Cube [38], the DB-based solutions, such as EarthServer
on Rasdaman [39] and E-sensing platform [40] on SciDB [41],
as well as the cloud-based infrastructure, such as Google
Earth Engine (GEE) [42] and Earth on Amazon web services
(EAWS) [43]. However, this wide range of data cube solutions
not only varies in data scales and resolutions but also differs
in system infrastructures, software implementations, and user
interfaces [44]. As a result, these differences will inevitably
result in limited interoperability among existing data cube in-
frastructures. Accordingly, due to the incompatibility, these data
cube infrastructures would tend to act as closed “information
solis,” where data sharing and joint data use across them would
be considerably difficult [35], [45]. Make it worse, to take full
advantage of different data cubes for a comprehensive harness-
ing of big EO data, the massive data transport among these
infrastructures featured with various system architectures would
be another challenging barrier. It would be significantly trivial
and even unfeasible to fetch the data from other data cubes before
joint analysis across different data cube platforms.

To properly tackle the challenging obstacles abovementioned,
we propose an in-memory distributed data cube discovery
method for RS big data across the Clouds with quality-first (QF)
data filtering. First, this method employs Alluxio, a virtual file
system, to conduct in-memory data orchestration across Clouds.
It virtually mounts massive EO data from different Clouds or
data cubes (such as Amazon Cloud, Ali Cloud, Tencent Cloud,
and local Hadoop Distributed File System) onto Alluxio as
a locally cached data catalog. Instead of conducting massive
data transport among different Clouds, it offers transparent data
prefetching from underlying heterogeneous platforms ahead to
facilitate in-memory data access across Clouds. Second, we pro-
pose larger-sites-first (LSF) and spatio-temporal aware (LSA)
data discovery strategy to optimize comprehensive and fast
data discovery across clouds. By employing distributed crawler
engine on multicore Hadoop-powered clusters, we implement
LSA data discovery in parallel as bunches of distributed crawler
tasks to search data throughout the virtually mounted in-memory
data catalogs. In addition, for further enhancement, we adopt a
QF data filtering strategy to filter out the data with high data
quality while fitting the spatio-temporal coverage with minimal
data cost. Eventually, benefiting from smart in-memory data
cube discovery and quality-aware data filtering, we could expect
fast and accurate data discovery out of the extremely big EO
datasets across Clouds.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. The following
section reviews the state-of-art works related to RS data man-
agement, sharing, and discovery. Then, Section III discusses
the challenging issues of RS data discovery and joint use. In
Section IV, we go into detail about the design and implementa-
tions. Then, Section V demonstrates the experiment result and
comparative analysis. Section VI discusses the effectiveness and
efficiency of the approach proposed based on the experimental
result. Finally, Section VII concludes this article.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Traditional RS Data Managing and Sharing on a
Scene-File Basis

Traditionally, RS data are organized into scene-based units
and stored in file systems in file formats. The distributed parallel
file systems, such as GPFS, Lustre, PVFS, and OrangeFS [46],
have been introduced to speed up the reading and writing of
RS image data [47], [48], [49]. Although these file systems
are optimized for data parallel access, they are not good at
accessing RS data with multiple dimensions, such as time, space,
and spectrum. The scene-file structure is not a user-friendly
granularity for spatio-temporal analysis, and the cumbersome
data transformation for bridging the data structure gap could
inevitably lead to extra overhead.

On a scene-file basis, most data providers build web por-
tals to share their data, such as EORS Earth Explore [50],
the Copernicus Open Access Hub [51], and the FY Satellite
Data Service Web Portal [52]. However, users have to log into
each platform’s website. Then, they have to manually search
and filter data through the website portal, and download them
into local storage, which is quite time-consuming. In addition,
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different providers offer different types of data and with different
spatio-temporal ranges, the data from a single data platform are
not sufficient for large-scale data processing. So users have to
download data from multiple platforms for large-scale process-
ing at a large region or even globally [53]. Therefore, a long
processing cycle of “download-pre-process-storage-analysis” is
inevitable. In the case of large-scale data processing, large-scale
data download is extremely time-consuming or even infeasible.
This becomes a huge obstacle for large-scale analysis and limits
the effective information extraction of RS big data.

B. RS Data Managing and Sharing in Data-Cube Paradigm

In the context of RS big data, the traditional processing
way of “download–preprocess–store–analyze” is inefficient.
The EODC paradigm has revolutionized the way of data storage,
management, and analysis. It adopts the sliced multidimensional
array structure with inherent data parallelism, which could
simplify data operations and make parallelization straightfor-
ward [33], [34]. It supports bringing processing to data without
large-scale data download [36]. At present, there are three main
types of EODC solutions, such as cloud-based solutions, DB-
based solutions, and ODC-based solutions.

The Cloud-based solutions provide spatio-temporal analysis
tools and algorithms to support near-data computation, which
avoids large-scale data transfer, such as GEE [42], EAWS [43],
and DIAS [32]. They offer online access and on-the-fly analysis
to petabytes of global spatio-temporal RS data in a cube-like
format [54]. However, they have limited processing temporal
and spatial scales [32]. The cube-like operations could be time-
consuming for data retrieval and spatial aggregation over a large
region. In addition, the uncertainty about the sustainability of
these proprietary cloud platforms has become a major concern
for users [45].

Array databases are specialized in managing large N-
dimensional arrays and offer basic data operations focused
on data cubes, such as aggregation on dimensions, which
can simplify spatio-temporal RS data extraction, preparation,
and analytical processing [55]. Current DB-based EODC im-
plementations include EarthServer[39] with Rasdaman [56],
EarthDB [57], and INPE Data Cube [58] with SciDB [59]. In
addition, TileDB with a cloud-native array format at its core
also has a promising future in RS storage and management [60].
These array databases provide relatively good performance and
scalability for accessing and analyzing multidimensional spatio-
temporal RS data, making them suitable for repeated access to
regional data [61]. However, data ingestion and format conver-
sion from a large number of image files to a multidimensional
data cube can have an impact on the overall performance [62].

As an open-source, flexible, and promising data cube frame-
work, ODC [63], has been used in numerous national or regional
data cubes projects, such as SDC [35], CDCol [64], ARDC [65],
and CDC [45]. It organizes and manages data with a large-scale
multidimensional array [66], [67] that can support seamless
spatial, temporal, spectral, and feature analysis [68], [69]. So
users can access RS data based on spatio-temporal coordinates
rather than the traditional single “scene” file [24], [30], [70].

Thus, the data cube structure enables the shift from “scene”
file-based to pixel-based processing, greatly improving RS data
organization, management, and analysis performance. However,
the cube storage format, NetCDF4, has weak object storage
access performance [71]. Although lightweight computing en-
gine Dask has been used for memory computing [72] in the
ODC, highly intensive data I/O and data transmission remain
significant performance bottlenecks [73].

These diverse EODC implementations solve the problem of
downloading large-scale RS data by bringing algorithms and
processing to the RS data (near-data computing). They provide
application programming interfaces (APIs) to facilitate data
sharing and access, such as JavaScript and Python APIs of
GEE, Python API of the AGDC [36], and Amazon’s API of
the Earth on AWS [74]. Instead of manually logging into the
web portal, users can call the data platforms’ APIs and retrieve
and access data through different APIs, reducing manual efforts
and improving data analysis efficiency. However, these APIs
can only be used within a single data platform, limiting data
sharing and usage across platforms. These diverse data platforms
with different system infrastructures, software implementations,
user interfaces, and data standards are currently closed and are
becoming “information silos.” The existing RS data managing
and sharing systems could barely offer efficient data discovery
across different cloud platforms or data cube platforms. This
results in the inability to share and use data from multiple
EODC platforms, and RS data analysis over large regions or
even globally becomes extremely challenging.

C. RS Data Discovery Across Clouds

Traditional RS data sharing and access methods are using web
portals and APIs of data platforms. However, both methods can
only be used for data retrieval, download, and access within the
single data platform, and cannot support data discovery across
multiple cloud platforms. The latest version of ODC [75] only
provides interfaces to access cloud storage buckets. Users have
to manually find and filter the data needed for their applications
from multiple cloud platforms separately. The data must be
downloaded locally, parsed, and indexed into the ODC to support
access to the data from cloud platforms. ODC only supports a
small number of cloud storage types. In a short, some approaches
could support indirect data access from multiple clouds, but they
cannot yet support data discovery across Clouds.

In the managing and sharing of Internet data, the data orches-
tration function of Alluxio [76] enables the sharing and joint
use of data from multiple cloud platforms. Some web crawler
strategies can be used to discover and retrieve data from differ-
ent cloud platforms. For example, the LSF [77], [78] strategy
prioritizes access to important pages to traverse the most critical
information as soon as possible, making it especially suitable
for searching for large-scale data without consuming too much
time and resources. Depth-first search (DFS) strategy [79] is to
prioritize traversing the deep links of a web page until the deepest
link is reached, then return to the previous level and continue
traversing other links. This search method is usually used to find
specific information in a short time, but it may fall into an infinite
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loop, leading to a waste of resources. Although these web data
search strategies support data discovery across Clouds, most of
them rely on keyword searches for text data, which is not friendly
to RS data discovery and search. Due to the multidimensional
attributes, such as time, space, and spectrum of RS data, during
the RS data discovery, users need to access the metadata file of
each scene data to obtain information (including time, space,
cloud coverage, etc.) to effectively discover the target data that
meet application requirements. Therefore, these data discovery
methods do not well support fast and accurate RS data discovery
across Clouds.

On the whole, the existing RS data managing and sharing sys-
tems could barely offer efficient data discovery across Clouds.
But for Internet data, there are ways to support data search across
Clouds, such as LSF and DFS. Therefore, it is very necessary
to study the RS data discovery across Clouds in order to fully
utilize RS data at a large region even globally.

III. CHALLENGES

The EODC paradigm is gaining increasing attention as an
innovative solution to store, process, and manage EO data [35].
The novelty of the EODC paradigm has brought different inno-
vative solutions, providing various RS datasets with different
spatio-temporal scales. For regional and global RS data ap-
plications, it is a great challenge to discover and jointly use
spatio-temporal RS data from cloud platforms and data cube
platforms.

A. “Information Silos” Problem Among Cloud Platforms With
Different Solutions

The thriving varieties of data cube infrastructures and initia-
tives raise interoperability challenges among different solutions
for data cubes. Currently, there are various typical EODC im-
plementations, including AGDC [36], GEE [42], EAWS [43],
EarthServer [39], Earth System Data Cube [80], and Africa
Regional Data Cube (ARDC) [81]. These different EODC
implementations provide diverse satellite data, cover varying
spatial scales, and support different resolutions. Furthermore,
the lack of a commonly agreed definition of EODC has led
to differences in system infrastructures (e.g., HPC, Google
Cloud, and Amazon Cloud), software implementations (e.g.,
ODC, Rasdaman, SciDB), and user interfaces (e.g., Python,
JavaScript, REST, and AWS CLI) [39], [81], [82]. As a result,
these differences will inevitably result in limited interoperability
among existing data cube infrastructures [70], [83]. Due to the
incompatibility, these Data Cube infrastructures would tend to
act as closed “information silos,” making data sharing and joint
use across them difficult [35], [45]. Moreover, most current
EODC implementations, such as the EAWS, GEE, Digital Earth
Africa, and Brazil Data Cube, host RS datasets on clouds [81],
[84], [85]. In the coming years, it is expected that nearly all EO
data will exist in some ARD data cube hosted on clouds and
provided hosted analytic web services [31]. Therefore, how to
support users to efficiently access and share multisource RS data
across clouds is a challenging issue.

B. Data Discovery Challenges in the Context of Extremely
Bulky RS Data Across Clouds

The diverse RS data platforms have emerged, offering dif-
ferent types of data with different spatio-temporal scales, and
processing levels. The data from a single data platform is not
sufficient for large-scale data processing [35], so users have
to discover and download data from multiple platforms for
large-scale processing at a large region or even globally [53].
Interoperability challenges among the diverse EODCs platforms
exist due to the lack of uniform standards to support the descrip-
tion and disclosure of RS data, making it difficult to commonly
search for data cubes. The traditional RS data sharing and access
methods based on web portals and APIs of data platforms are
only available within the data platform. Although data search
strategies, such as DFS [79] and LSF [78], support data search
across clouds, they are oriented to Internet data and do not apply
well to RS data. Most data platforms host RS data on public
clouds [45], but the existing RS data managing and sharing
systems could barely offer efficient data discovery across clouds.
It is extremely challenging to find high-quality data that meets
the application requirements from the massively available data.
These challenges severely limit the data utilization and hinder
the full information potential of RS data [45], [86].

C. Performance and Scalability

As the demand for analyzing large-scale RS big data in-
creases, users require efficient methods to discover and down-
load the data needed for their applications from multiple data
platforms. Traditional data discovery methods require users to
interact with multiple data platforms separately, and under-
stand each platform’s system structure, service APIs, metadata
standards, data download approaches, and more. This makes
large-scale data discovery and downloading tedious and time-
consuming. Data discovery through the web portal approach
also demands significant user effort and time to search, select,
and download the target data. Data discovery through APIs is
typically a single-threaded process, which cannot meet the needs
of real-time or near real-time data discovery and data access.
Furthermore, large-scale multisource RS data discovery and
access face huge network bandwidth and data I/O pressure. To
provide higher performance and scalability while overcoming
the I/O bottleneck, it is essential to explore the parallelism of
data discovery.

IV. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENT

A. Main Solution

With the increasing demand for analyzing and processing
large-scale multisource RS big data, this article presents an
innovative approach for in-memory distributed data cube au-
todiscovery and retrieval across clouds. The main solution of
this article is shown in Fig. 1.

Our proposed solution consists of several key components.
First, we establish a distributed in-memory data orchestration
across clouds, allowing for the virtual mounting of multisource
RS datasets. This provides users with a unified in-memory access
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Fig. 1. Main solution.

view and operation interface, enabling the sharing and joint use
of RS data across clouds. Second, we deploy a distributed data
discovery architecture, leveraging STAC standards, to achieve
data cube discovery and indexing across clouds. We propose the
LSA data discovery strategy across clouds, which can quickly
discover target RS data from multiple cloud platforms and
improve the efficiency of spatio-temporal aware data discovery.
Finally, we implement data cube retrieval across clouds using
QF data filtering to select high-quality data from multiple cloud
platforms covering a target spatio-temporal range. In addition,
we provide a data cube retrieval interface across clouds, sup-
porting large-scale RS analysis and applications.

B. In-Memory Data Orchestration Across Clouds With Alluxio

For the problem of “information silo” among cloud plat-
forms of different EODC solutions, we construct a distributed
in-memory data orchestration across clouds with Alluxio. This
orchestration allows for the virtual mounting of RS data from
various clouds, enabling the seamless access and sharing of
multisource data across different cloud platforms. Alluxio (for-
merly known as Tachyon) [76] is a memory-centric distributed
virtual storage system that bridges the gap between data-driven
applications and various storage systems, making data more
accessible from different storage systems, such as Amazon S3,
Google Cloud Storage, OpenStack Swift, HDFS, Gluster FS,
NFS, and Ceph.

In this article, we deploy the Alluxio in highly available
mode via the Zookeeper cluster to construct an in-memory data
orchestration across clouds, and the architecture is shown in
Fig. 2. By virtually mounting RS datasets from different clouds
including AWS S3, COS, OSS, HDFS, and LOCAL, we shield

Fig. 2. Architecture of distributed in-memory data orchestration across clouds.

Fig. 3. Data in-memory access view across clouds.

the heterogeneity of the underlying storage systems. This virtual
data mounting mode provides users with a unified access view
of all mounted datasets under the same namespace, which is
structured as a directory tree, as shown in Fig. 3. This approach
fully guarantees the data sovereignty of the data providers while
allowing users to access and analyze data on demand directly
from different clouds. The cloud platforms or data providers are
responsible for maintaining and updating the original RS image
data. When users initiate data access requests with clients, the
master node locates the original data and notifies workers to read
and cache the data from the remote clouds to the local in-memory
(MEM) and hard disk drive (HDD). As a result, users do not
need to keep a full copy of all data locally and can access and
analyze data on demand directly from different clouds, avoiding
the high requirement of local storage capacity for large-scale
datasets.

The data orchestration across clouds presented in this article is
capable of virtually mounting RS data from multiple cloud plat-
forms and local file systems, providing a global virtual view of
the data. Furthermore, it allows users to transparently cache fre-
quently accessed data, especially from remote locations, which
can provide memory-level data I/O throughput for subsequent
data discovery, data cube retrieval, and data access across clouds.
Overall, this data orchestration solution effectively addresses the
challenges of sharing and accessing data across diverse EODC
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Fig. 4. Process of spatio-temporal aware data cube discovery across clouds.

solutions, thereby facilitating efficient access to multisource RS
data across cloud platforms and data cube platforms.

C. Distributed Spatio-Temporal Aware Data Cube Discovery
Across Cloud

To address the challenges of inefficient data discovery and
joint use for regional or global large-scale RS data analysis,
this article proposes a distributed spatio-temporal aware data
cube discovery approach across cloud platforms, as illustrated in
Fig. 4. First, we propose an LSA RS data discovery strategy,
inspired by web data crawling strategies in the internet domain
and taking into account the temporal and spatial attributes of
RS data. The LSA strategy helps users quickly and accurately
locate the target RS data for a particular application from
multiple datasets mounted in a distributed data orchestration
across clouds. Second, we parse the RS metadata files found
in the distributed in-memory data orchestration based on the
SpatioTemporal Asset Catalog (STAC) standard, extract key pa-
rameter information, and construct data cube indexes to store in a
local database. The cube extension of STAC allows for the direct
construction of data cube indexes from the original STAC Item
files, eliminating the tedious and time-consuming process of
index construction. To improve the performance and scalability
of data discovery, a distributed data discovery architecture is
deployed to manage and execute various data discovery tasks,
including regular and incremental data discovery tasks.

The architecture of our distributed data discovery architecture
is based on Crawlab and Redis. Crawlab [87] is chosen as the
management platform for data discovery tasks. It is responsible
for parallel task scheduling, interval task management, task
status monitoring, and result summary and display. Redis [88]
is used to store task queues and results to ensure communication
and data synchronization among distributed task nodes. When
users wish to perform data discovery across cloud platforms,
they can select different data discovery tasks (regular or incre-
mental), the number of task nodes, and the target discovery
parameters on the Crawler master. The master schedules a
specified number of nodes to synchronize tasks with workers
and perform data discovery tasks concurrently. A thread pool is
set for every worker to dynamically adjust the number of threads
performing different analysis tasks during the data discovery
process, thereby improving the performance and scalability of
data discovery.

1) LSA Data Discovery Strategy Across Clouds: The in-
memory virtual data orchestration across clouds enables a uni-
fied view (in the form of a directory tree) of all mounted datasets,
eliminating the challenge of data sharing and collaboration
across multiple clouds. When users want to discover the data
required for applications from multiple cloud platforms, it is
necessary to search the directory tree structure provided by the
data orchestration across clouds and parse the metadata files of
RS scene data in it to determine whether the scene data meet
the target requirements. However, in the field of RS, there is
currently no mature algorithm for efficient data discovery across
clouds. After mounting terabyte and petabyte-scale datasets,
traditional DFS or breadth-first search (BFS) algorithms become
excessively time-consuming and complex for searching and
discovering target data. To address this issue, the LSF crawling
strategy [78] offers better scalability and is more suitable for
large-scale distributed data crawling, which improves data dis-
covery efficiency. However, this strategy does not consider the
temporal and spatial attributes of RS data, and thus cannot be
directly applied to RS data discovery. Given the abovementioned
problems, this article proposes an LSA RS data discovery across
clouds strategy. This strategy takes into account the temporal and
spatial attributes of RS data and supports fast discovery across
clouds, thereby providing an efficient and effective solution for
RS data discovery.

The LSA data discovery strategy is presented in Algorithm 1
and illustrated in Fig. 5. The strategy comprises the following
steps.

Step 1: Get the user’s data discovery task parameters, including
data type, spatio-temporal range, cloud coverage, etc.

Step 2: Create data discovery tasks based on the caching.
Check the distributed in-memory database (Redis) to deter-
mine whether a data discovery task with the spatio-temporal
intersection has been cached. If the cache hits, create an
incremental data discovery task to search for updated data
only within that region; otherwise, create a new regular data
discovery task.

Step 3: Select the data sources of the “larger sites” cloud plat-
forms for data discovery among all cloud platforms registered
in the current system, following the LSF strategy. Cloud
platforms with larger datasets, higher data access frequency,
and access volume are deemed “larger sites” and searched
first to locate target data and improve efficiency.

The steps involved are.

Step 3-1: Poll all registered data source sites (including AWS S3,
COS, OSS, HDFS, and LOCAL) for virtual mount directories
in the in-memory data orchestration.

Step 3-2: Calculate the site “rank” for all sites according to the
dataset size, data access frequency, and access volume.

Step 3-3: Create new site data discovery tasks for each cloud
platform data source site and add them to the directory task
scheduling queue(stored in the zset structure of Redis, which
is automatically sorted according to rank).
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Algorithm 1: LSF and Spatio-Temporal Aware.

Input: paramlist
Output: results

function DATA_DISCOVERY(paramlist)
params← getTargetParamas(paramlist) � get target parameters
if params is in Redis′s task cache then � cretae data discovery tasks based on caching
create an incremental data discovery task

else
create a regular data discovery task

for site in datasites do � poll data site
rank ← CALCULATE_RANK(site) � calculate site rank
dir_queue.add(site, rank) � store and sort site rank

while dir_queue is not empty do
dir ← dir_queue.popmax() � select the directory discovery task with the maximum rank
childlist← alluxio.ls(dir) � get a list of subdirectories through alluxio
if childlist is scene data then � subdirectory is scene data
match← CALCULATE_MATCH(childlist[0], params) � calculate scene data match
for child in childlist do
scene_queue.add(child,match) � store and sort scene data match

threadpool.submit(DATA_ANALY SIS, params) � execute a new thread to analyze scene data
else � subdirectory is normal directory

for child in childlist do
rank ← CALCULATE_RANK(child) � calculate subdirectory rank
dir_queue.add(child, rank) � store and sort subdirectory rank

function DATA_ANALYSISparams
while scene_queueisnotempty do
scene← scene_queue.popmax() � select the scene data analysis task with the maximum match
keyparams← parseMetadata(scene) � analyze scene data
if params = keyparams then � compare with target parameters
results.add(scene) � add to results set
updateRank(scene) � update the rank of this scene’s parent directories
updateMatch(scene) � update the match of this scene’s sibling nodes

return results
function CALCULATE_RANKdir
level← getLevel(dir) � get the level of directory
site_pr ← getDataSitePriority(dir)
if level = 2 then � data site level
rank ← level ∗ site_pr

else if level = 3 then � dataset level
type_pr ← getDataTypePriority(dir)
rank ← level ∗ site_pr ∗ type_pr

else � normal directory level
type_pr ← getDataTypePriority(dir)
num← db.ls(dir).length
num_pr ← 1− 1/(num+ 1)
rank ← level ∗ site_pr ∗ type_pr + num_pr

return rank
function CALCULATE_MATCHscene, params
time, bbox, type← readMetadata(scene) � get scene information
search_time, search_bbox, search_type,← readParam(params) � get specific target parameters
time_match← calculateT ime(time, search_time) � calculate data time_match
spce_match← calculateSpace(bbox, search_bbox) � calculate data space_match
type_match← calculateType(type, search_type) � calculate data type_match
order = getDataOrder(scene) � get dataset major order
w1, w2← getWeights(order) � set weight coefficient according to major order
match = (w1 ∗ time_match+ w2 ∗ space_match) ∗ type_match � calculate scene data match
return match
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Fig. 5. Dataflow of LSA data discovery strategy cross clouds.

Step 4: Based on the spatio-temporal aware data search strategy,
create multiple data search threads in the distributed clus-
ter, which calculate the “match” value between the spatio-
temporal data range of the RS scene data and the user’s data
discovery task. The scene data with a better “match” value is
selected for further data analysis.

The steps involved are given as follows.

Step 4-1: Create multiple data search threads in the distributed
cluster system.

Step 4-2: Each data search thread is used to select the
site/directory data discovery task with the maximum “rank”
from the directory task scheduling queue to execute.

Step 4-3: Perform recursive data search and discovery for the
selected site/directory task. Poll all data subdirectories in the
data directory corresponding to the site/discovery task and
calculate the “rank” of these data subdirectories. Create new

directory discovery tasks for these data subdirectories and add
them to the directory task scheduling queue.

Step 4-4: Repeat steps 4-2 to 4-3 until the RS scene data are found
in the directory. Then, randomly select one scene data from
the directory to calculate the “match” value, which represents
the “match” value of the remaining scene data in the directory.
Create the new scene data analysis tasks for these scene data
and added them to the scene data task scheduling queue
(stored in the zset structure of Redis, which is automatically
sorted according to match).

Step 4-5: Select the scene data analysis task with the maximum
“match” value from the scene data task scheduling queue each
time to perform further data analysis. Compare this scene data
with the target parameter requirements and record the data
path information that meets the data discovery requirements
into Redis for storage, for subsequent data cube indexing and
integration. Then, update the rank of the parent directory of
this scene data and the match of the rest of the scene data.

Directory rank metric: With more and more petabytes of
analysis-ready datasets being available free on the cloud, it
is time-consuming and difficult to search all the datasets and
analyze whether they meet target requirements. To address this
challenge, we apply the LSF strategy, commonly used in web
crawling, to RS data discovery. This strategy involves priori-
tizing the downloading of the most “important” pages “early”
during the crawling [78]. In our case, we prioritize “larger sites”
cloud platforms with larger datasets, higher data access fre-
quency, and access volume as they are likely to contain the target
data. We set a “rank” metric for the directory discovery tasks,
which indicates the order in which they should be executed.
Directory tasks with higher “rank” are expected to be executed
first to help users discover the target data earlier. The “rank” is
described by the following equation:

rank = level ∗ site_pr ∗ type_pr + num_pr. (1)

Level: It refers to the level of the data directory, which can
be determined directly from the data path. The scene data are
located on the leaf nodes of the tree. The deeper the level, the
more likely to find the target data. As a result, rank and level are
positively correlated, the deeper the level, the higher the rank.

site_pr: It refers to the access priority of the data site, which
is a number in the range of [0,1]. The dataset size, data access
frequency, and access volume of data sites of cloud platforms
are different. For example, local data are accessible faster than
data from remote clouds. Amazon Cloud’s public RS datasets
are maintained and updated by authoritative institutions or data
platforms, such as the U.S. geological survey, digital Earth
Africa, and INPE-Brazil data cube, which have higher access
frequency. Data sites with larger datasets, higher data access
frequency, and access volume have higher priority, the earlier
we access them during the data discovery task. Therefore, rank
and site_pr are positively correlated; the larger the site_pr, the
higher the rank.

type_pr: It refers to the data type access priority, which is
a [0,1] number. Based on the initial dataset information, if we
explicitly know the dataset to contain the target data type, set
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type_pr= 1 to prioritize access. If we explicitly know the dataset
to not contain the target data type, set type_pr = 0 and drop the
directory task. If the data type of the dataset is unknown and it is
not certain whether it meets the target requirements, set type_pr
= 0.5 and analyze it later.

num_pr: It refers to the number priority, which is a number
in the range of (0,1). When accessing different directories from
the same level, the same data site, and the same data type,
we prioritize the directory containing more subdirectories for
analysis, so that there is a greater possibility of finding more
data. Rank and the number of subdirectories (num) are positively
correlated, the larger the num, the higher the rank. Since num is
a positive integer number, and the value is generally large, we
normalize num to a number in the range of (0,1) as num_pr, with
the equation as (2). In addition, the num_pr metric is mainly used
to measure the priority of the directory from the same site, type,
and level, and the impact on rank is smaller than the previous
three metrics, so we use addition to num_pr in the equation of
rank.

num_pr = 1− 1

num + 1
. (2)

On the whole, we mainly refer to the LSF strategy for web
crawling to design the “rank” metric. We computed level, site_pr,
type_pr, and num_pr metrics, and all of them have a positive
relationship with “rank.” Among these metrics, level, site_pr,
and type_pr have a greater influence on “rank,” and num_pr has
a smaller influence on “rank.” A higher “rank” indicates earlier
access to the directory during data discovery tasks, enabling us
to discover more target data from larger sites earlier.

Scene data match value: Although “rank” metrics designed
with the LSF strategy can effectively improve the efficiency of
data discovery, it may not be entirely suitable for RS data discov-
ery across clouds as it ignores the temporal and spatial attributes
of RS data organization. Currently, most datasets are organized
and stored in time or space order. For example, USGS’s global
Landsat and Digital Earth Africa’s Landsat data are first divided
into directories by different years, and then by path and row
codes regarding the WRS. They organize the overall data in
the order of “Year-Path-Row,” which means the order of time
before space. Similarly, for Sinergise’s Sentinel2, Brazil Data
Cube’s Sentinel2, and Digital Earth Africa’s Sentinel2, the data
are first divided into directories by different spatial codes and
then by different years. Therefore, we design a “match” value to
indicate the data match value between the scene and the target.
We randomly select one scene data from the parent directory,
parse the metadata file to calculate the “match” value, and use
the “match” value to represent the priority for the scene analysis
task of other scenes in the same directory. The “match” value is
described by the following equation:

match = w1 ∗ time_match + w2 ∗ space_match. (3)

time_match: It refers to the match between the time of the
scene data and the target time, which is a number normalized
to the range of (0,1]. When time_match is closer to 1, it means
the time of scene data is closer to the target time, and when
time_match=1, it means the time of scene data fully meets
the target time requirement. When calculating time_match, we
mainly measure the time distance between the scene data time
and the target time. In addition, the specific calculation should
distinguish whether the data discovery target is a time point or
a period to discuss. When the data discovery target is a period,
time_match is described as follows:

time_match =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1 Ts ≤ To ≤ Te

1− Ts−To

Te−To
To < Ts

1− To−Te

To−Ts
To > Te.

(4)

In the equation, Ts is the start time of the target time range,
Te is the end time of the target time range, and To is the time
of the scene data. We use the ratio of the distance between the
scene data time and the target time range to measure the time
match, and normalized it. The smaller the time distance ratio is,
the smaller the time distance is, and the larger the time_match is,
the closer to the target time. Therefore, time_match is positively
related to match, the larger the time_match, the larger the match.

When the data discovery target is a time point, we consider
this point as the smallest period (one day). Tp is the target
time point and To is the scene data time point. If To < Tp, set
Ts = Tp, Te = Tp + 1; if To > Tp, set Ts = Tp − 1, Te = Tp.
Bringing them to (4), the time_ match of the time point is
calculated in (5).

time_match =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1 To = Tp

1− Tp−To

Tp+1−To
To < Tp

1− To−Tp

To−Tp+1 To > Tp.

(5)

space_match: It refers to the match between the spatial
range of the scene data and the target space, which is a number
normalized to the range of (0,1]. When space_match is closer
to 1, it means the spatial extent of scene data is closer to the
target spatial extent; when space_match=1, it means the spatial
extent of scene data intersects with the target spatial extent. The
scene data of RS are usually irregular polygon. To simplify data
analysis, we often use the minimum bounding rectangle (MBR)
of the scene to represent its spatial extent. When calculating
the space_match of the data, the key is to compare the space
distance between the MBR of scene data and the target bounding
rectangle. space_match is described in the following (6) shown
at the bottom of this page:

In the equation, rectangle B represents the MBR of the scene
data, and rectangle S is the target spatial extent. Bx is the length
of rectangle B in the X (longitude), By is the length of rectangle
B in the Y (latitude), Sx is the length of rectangle S in the X, Sy

space_match =

{
1 Ox ≤ (Sx +Bx)/2 andOy ≤ (Sy +By)/2

min
(

(Sx+Bx)/2
Ox

,
(Sy+By)/2

Oy

)
Ox > (Sx +Bx)/2 orOy > (Sy +By)/2.

(6)
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is the length of rectangle S in the Y, Ox is the distance between
the center point of rectangle B and the center point of rectangle
S in the X, and Oy is the distance between the center point of
rectangle B and the center point of rectangle S in the Y. When
the two rectangles intersect, the spatial extent of the scene data
meets the target spatial requirement, and the space_match is 1.
When the two rectangles do not intersect, we calculate the spatial
distance ratios of the two rectangles separated in the X and Y,
respectively, and choose the smallest distance ratio in the X and
Y as the whole spatial distance ratio. The smaller the spatial
distance ratio is, the smaller the spatial distance is, the larger the
space_match is, and the closer to the target space. Therefore, the
match increases with the increase of space_match.

The w1 and w2 are the associated weights of the two metrics,
and w1 + w2 = 1. The w1 represents the weight of time_match,
and w2 represents the weight of space_match. When the major
order of the dataset is time, then w1 > w2; when the major order
of the dataset is space, then w2 > w1.

On the whole, we fully consider the temporal and spatial
attributes of RS data to design “match” metrics to achieve
spatio-temporal aware RS data discovery. In the same directory,
the “match” value of one scene data is used to represent the
“match” value of its sibling nodes, and the “match” value is
dynamically adjusted and updated during the scene analysis
task. We use time_match and space_match metrics to measure
the overall spatio-temporal data “match” between the scene data
and the target. A higher “match” value indicates that we should
perform earlier the scene analysis task, to discover the target data
faster among millions of scene data and increase the efficiency
of data discovery.

2) Data Cube Parsing and Indexing With STAC Standards:
To address the challenge of the tedious and time-consuming pro-
cess of constructing a data cube index for diverse RS datasets, we
aim to implement automatic data parsing and data cube indexing
for discovered RS data. There are various RS data products
with different formats and standards, which makes it difficult to
extract cube items and construct the data cube index. Therefore,
this article focuses on parsing and data cube indexing of RS
metadata adhering to the STAC standard. STAC is a standard
that enhances access to information about spatio-temporal data,
providing a standardized way to disclose and query RS datasets
and making them more accessible and interoperable [89]. In
addition, STAC supports data cube extensions, and most data
cube platforms already use the STAC standard to index data or
data cube products [90]. The files of STAC items can be directly
parsed and converted to data cube format, which can improve
the work efficiency without the user’s tedious work of metadata
parsing and data cube index construction.

First, we offer predefined data products, such as Landsat-
5/7/8/9 and Sentinel-1/2, and support the parsing and indexing
of most datasets using STAC standards. We also provide product
definitions for Chinese domestic satellites GF-1/2/3, facilitating
automatic parsing of their XML format metadata files and data
cube index construction. Moreover, users can customize more
data cube products and metadata formats, and we support the
free extension of data cube products. Second, we use Alluxio to
read metadata files and use the stac_transform function in the

Fig. 6. Process of data cube retrieval and optimization across clouds.

odc.apps.dc_tools library to directly parse the original STAC
standard metadata file into the form of a data cube index. Third,
we supplement the generated data cube index with the product
type of the data cube and additionally add the attribute field of the
data_source, which is used to record the different data sources of
the RS dataset. Then, we need to perform virtual path mapping
to map all the original data access paths into virtual access
paths in Alluxio to support the subsequent data integration and
access across clouds based on Alluxio. Finally, based on the data
product definition, we use the index_update_dataset function of
odc.apps.dc_tools.utils to load and store the complete data cube
index information into the ODC’s PostgreSQL database.

In this way, subsequent data applications can directly retrieve
and access RS data stored in multiple cloud platforms and
distributed file systems through the local data cube indexes, thus
supporting unified data cube retrieval and data access across
clouds.

D. Data Cube Retrieval Across Clouds With QF Filtering

The traditional scene file storage structure is complex and
time-consuming for time series analysis of RS data. To address
this, we expect that data can be processed in the multidimen-
sional spatio-temporal array structure of RS data logically. This
article deploys a data cube platform to manage spatio-temporal
RS data using the widely adopted ODC [63] framework in
various EODC implementations [32]. We have extended and
optimized the ODC with the use of Alluxio to read data to sup-
port data cube indexing directly from different cloud platforms,
allowing data cube retrieval across clouds without downloading
metadata files locally. Fig. 6 shows the process for data cube
retrieval and optimization across clouds.

In the process of data cube construction, users need to retrieve
and filter out some data based on query conditions to provide
support for subsequent data analysis and processing. However,
the traditional RS data retrieval conditions are relatively simple,
and a large number of retrieval results that meet the requirements
will be obtained, and there may be a large amount of redundant
data that overlap in time range or spatial region. If users want to
finely filter out the ideal data for data analysis and calculation,
they need to further filter the data manually, which is very time-
consuming and laborious.
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Algorithm 2: Qf Data Filtering.
Input: Q
Output: Results

function Data_FilteringQ
Q1, Q2. . .Qn ← getChunk(Q) � the target area is chunked
for i = 1 to n do � perform data filtering tasks in parallel
datalist← findDatasets(Qi) � query data cube across Clouds
for data in datalist do
data.S ← Polygon(data.extent) � get the polygon of the data space extent
data.score← getScore(data.cloud_cover) � set the scoring criteria for data sorting, default is cloud
coverage(score = - data.cloud_cover)

Candlist← datalist.sort(score) � sort the data by data.score to form a candidate list
while Qi.area > ε and Candlist.size > 0 do � ε is a number close to 0, depending on the precision
data← Candlist.popmax() � select the one with the highest score from the candidate list
Inter ← data.S

⋂
Qi

if Inter.area > ε then � determine if the selected data intersects with the target area
Qi ← Qi − Inter � subtracts the intersecting polygons from the target area
Results.add(data) � the selected data is added to the result set

return Results

Fig. 7. Filtering process for data covering the target area.

To address the abovementioned problems, this article pro-
poses a QF filtering strategy for data cube retrieval across clouds,
which solves the problem of redundant data. This strategy can
filter out data with high quality (i.e., less cloud coverage) that
covers the target spatio-temporal range to construct the data
cube. This data filtering strategy prevents poor-quality data
from affecting data analysis results and also avoids loading
duplicate data, which can affect the efficiency of data analysis.
The strategy is outlined in Algorithm 2, and the data filtering
process that covers the target area is depicted in Fig. 7.

Step 1: Chunk the target query area (spatial range) to get several
target subspace regions Q1, Q2,... Qn to filter data in parallel.

Step 2: Query data cubes across clouds based on each target
subspace to obtain a list of data (each scene data includes
information, such as time, spatial range, and cloud coverage)
that meet the target requirements.

Step 3: According to the boundary of the spatial range of each
scene data in the list, create the corresponding polygon S of
scene data, and sort all the data according to the specified
scoring criteria to form an ordered candidate list. In this
article, data quality is selected as the scoring criterion (score
= – cloud_cover), that is, the less cloud coverage, the higher
the data quality and the higher score. Of course, users are

free to customize this scoring criterion for data sorting and
filtering according to the actual application needs.

Step 4: When the candidate list is not empty and the area of
subspace Qi is larger than ε (ε is a number close to 0, depending
on the precision), the data with maximum score (the best data
quality) is selected from the candidate list each time.

Step 5: Judge whether polygon S of the selected data intersects
the target subspace Qi. If they intersect, the data will be added
to the result set, and the intersecting polygons (S intersects
Qi) will be subtracted from Qi.

Step 6: Repeat Step 4 and Step 5 until the target subspace Qi is
completely covered.

Overall, the QF filtering strategy aims to select high-quality
and nonoverlapping data from a large amount of available data
in order to cover the target area with minimal overlap. This
strategy could help improve the data processing efficiency and
ensure better data analysis results.

V. EXPERIMENTS

In this article, we present the method of in-memory distributed
data cube autodiscovery and retrieval from RS big data across
clouds. For performance and scalability analysis, we conducted
multiple groups of experiments, given as follows:

1) several performance comparative experiments on different
data discovery methods (ODC-based, BFS, DFS, I-BFS,
I-DFS, and LFS) and LSA data discovery strategy;

2) several scalability experiments on LSA data discovery
strategy;

3) a scalability experiment on data cube retrieval across
clouds, and a performance experiment on retrieval with
and without QF data filtering.

We conducted these comparative experiments in a HPC clus-
ter environment equipped with 13 nodes. Three nodes are con-
figured with Zookeeper service to support the high availability of
Alluxio masters and ten nodes are Alluxio workers, providing
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TABLE I
RS DATASETS MOUNTED TO IN-MEMORY DATA LAYER FROM ACROSS THE CLOUDS

a total of 20 TB of storage capacity through a tiered storage
mechanism. Each node has 8 core CPUs and 8 GB memory, and
the operating system is Centos7.9.

A. Experimental Datasets

In the data orchestration with Alluxio, we mounted several
RS datasets from Amazon Cloud, Ali Cloud, Tencent Cloud, and
HDFS. The details of the RS datasets mounted to the in-memory
data layer from across the clouds are given in Table I.

B. Performance Experiments on Data Discovery

To test the effectiveness and efficiency of the LSA data discov-
ery strategy, three groups of comparative experiments have been
conducted in this section. The first group is a comparative experi-
ment on ODC-based data access and LSA. Because the existing
RS data managing or sharing platforms could barely provide
direct and effective RS data discovery across clouds, whereas
the ODC could offer data accessing and indexing across clouds
through APIs of cloud storage buckets. Therefore, we use ODC
to simulate data access across clouds, called the ODC-based
data access method in the experiment, to compare with LSA
data discovery. The second group is comparative experiments
with some typical tree traversal strategies, such as DFS) BFS,
and improved DFS (I-DFS) and improved BFS (I-BFS). This is
because Alluxio can provide in-memory directory trees once
we mount datasets from multiple clouds, which causes data
discovery across clouds to look like a directory tree traversal
process. So we compared LSA with the mainstream directory
tree traversal methods. The third group is a comparative exper-
iment on LSA and LSF data crawling strategy used for Internet
data.

1) Comparative Experiment on ODC-Based Data Access and
LSA Data Discovery: We have conducted five comparative ex-
periments of data discovering between the ODC-based method
and our LSA strategy, as the number of data scenes scales

TABLE II
TIME OVERHEAD OF ODC-BASED DATA ACCESS AND LSA DATA DISCOVERY

from 10, 50, 100, and 200 to 500, whereas the ODC-based data
accessing follows a manual way. We have to download and parse
the metadata of the entire huge datasets including our requested
data from the cloud platform using s3 API (“s3-to-dc” command
of odc_apps_dc_tools package) offered by ODC based on user
experiences. Then, the data must be indexed into ODC to support
data access across cloud platforms. The experimental data are
the Landsat8 datasets in a temporal span of the year 2019 and a
spatial range of 0◦ − 30◦N, 0◦ − 30◦E.

According to the experimental results in Table II, the time
overhead of both approaches goes up nearly linearly, as the
amount of discovered data increases. The time performance of
the LSA data discovery is 22 times better than that of the ODC-
based data access. As the amount of data increases, the time gap
between the two approaches becomes even larger. Especially in
the case of discovering 500 scenes, the time performance of the
LSA data discovery is 115 times better than that of the ODC-
based data accessing. The main reason is that the data accessing,
filtering, and huge data downloading operations are mainly done
in a manual way in ODC-based accessing. This could inevitably
result in extra higher time overhead when compared with our
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Fig. 8. Time overhead of DFS, BFS data search, and LSA data discovery.

LSA approach. In contrast, the LSA data discovery strategy can
support automatic data searching among large RS datasets across
clouds based on application requirements, without manually
searching, filtering, and downloading. Because Alluxio virtually
mounts multiple datasets across clouds, it can support local
virtual data through data prefetching. The LSA data discovery
strategy is spatio-temporal aware, which can narrow the searches
in the data discovery process and find the target data more
quickly from a large number of mounted datasets. Apparently,
the performance of LSA is much better than the ODC-based
method. When the data scale became larger, the performance of
LSA turned out to be even more outstanding than ODC-based
data access.

2) Comparative Experiment on DFS, BFS, I-DFS, I-BFS, and
LSA Data Discovery: The data orchestration across clouds with
Alluxio supports unified data access across clouds in the form
of a directory tree. To test the performance of the LAS data
discovery strategy, we compare it with DFS and BFS directory
tree traversal strategies, comparing the time overhead of the
different approaches to discover the same amount of data. We
implemented data discovery experiments to find Landsat8 data
with a time in 2018, a spatial range of 0◦ − 30◦N, 0◦ − 30◦E,
and a cloud coverage of less than 50%. It is an experiment on
small datasets of terabyte scale.

According to the results shown in Fig. 8, the time overhead
of all three data discovery methods is increasing linearly as the
amount of discovered data increases. Among them, the time
overhead of LSA is increasing more gently, DFS is the second,
and BFS has the most drastic increase in time overhead. When
discovering the 4000 scene data, LSA took 6 min, DFS took
over 8 h, and BFS took over 23 h. At this point, the time
overheads of DFS and BFS are 80 and 230 times higher than
that of LSA, respectively. The reason for this significant time
gap is that during the data discovery across clouds, the directory
discovery and scene analysis tasks have different execution
priorities in different data discovery strategies. DFS and BFS
data search strategies do not perform any sorting or filtering of
directories and scene data during data discovery. So they need to
discover and analyze all data in mounted datasets, which is very
time-consuming and difficult to find target data. In contrast, the
LSA strategy can sort the directories based on the importance
and amount of directories and sort the scenes based on the

Fig. 9. Region and source of data discovery results across clouds on the map.

spatio-temporal match of the data and target to narrow the data
searches, enabling faster target data discovery. In short, the time
performance of the LSA data discovery strategy is better than
that of DFS and BFS.

Fig. 9 displays 4000 scenes of data obtained from the above-
mentioned data discovery experiment on a map. Each small box
on the map represents one scene of RS data, with varying colors
indicating different data sites (cloud platforms, distributed file
systems, local storage, etc.). Pink boxes indicate data sourced
from AWS, blue boxes represent data from COS, green boxes
indicate data from OSS, and yellow boxes represent data from
HDFS. The various colored boxes in the map demonstrate the
multiple data sites involved in the data orchestration across
clouds in the experiments and confirm that the LAS strategy
enables data discovery across clouds.

Considering the organization and directory division of RS
data, most datasets are organized by different years. We have
improved the BFS (I-BFS) and DFS (I-DFS) strategies to filter
directories that do not match the target year. We conducted
comparative experiments between LSA and I-BFS, I-DFS data
discovery strategies. One experiment was implemented on a
small terabyte-scale dataset to find Landsat8 data in the year
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Fig. 10. Time overhead of I-DFS, I-BFS, and LSA data discovery for small
datasets.

Fig. 11. Time overhead of I-DFS, I-BFS, and LSA data discovery for large
datasets.

2020, with a spatial range of 5◦S − 20◦N, 5◦W − 20◦E, and a
cloud coverage of less than 80%. The other was implemented on
a large petabyte-scale dataset to find Sentinel2 data in the year
2021, with a spatial range of 10◦S − 80◦N, 25◦W − 170◦E,
and a cloud coverage of less than 40%.

The experimental results of Figs. 10 and 11 show that LSA
has the least time overhead, I-DFS the second least, and I-BFS
the most when discovering the same amount of target data.
Based on the small-scale data discovery results in Fig. 10, the
time overhead of LSA is about 20% less than that of I-DFS
and about 50% less than that of I-BFS when discovering 6000
scenes of data. Based on the large-scale data discovery results in
Fig. 11, the time overhead of LSA is about 66% less than that
of I-DFS and 87% less than that of I-BFS when 40 000 scenes
of data are found. This indicates that the performance of LSA
turned out to be even more outstanding than I-DFS and I-BFS in
the larger-scale data discovery experiments. Because the LSA
strategy makes full use of the spatio-temporal information of
RS data, the spatio-temporal matching of data and target is
used to narrow down the data search, so that the target data
can be found quickly from the huge amount of data. While
the I-DFS and I-BFS strategies can only filter out the data
year directories, the rest of the data directories still need to be
traversed and parsed sequentially, which is very complicated
and time-consuming. On the whole, the time performance of the
LSA data discovery strategy is better than that of the I-DFS and
I-BFS methods in large-scale and small-scale datasets, and has
greater performance advantages in large-scale data discovery.

Fig. 12. Time overhead of LSF data search and LSA data discovery.

3) Comparative Experiment on LSF and LSA Data Discov-
ery: Generally, the LSF data crawling strategy ranks the web-
sites based on the number of uncrawled pages as the priority for
picking a website. In this experiment, we use the LSF strategy to
sort the data directory for data discovery. Unlike the single rank
metric of LSF, our LSA strategy uses two metrics to accelerate
RS data discovery. During data discovery, we use “rank” values
based on the LSF strategy to sort the directories and use “match”
values based on spatio-temporal matching of RS data to sort
the scenes in the directory. The experiment was implemented
to conduct a data discovery task of searching Landsat8 data
in a temporal span of the year 2019 and a spatial range of
0◦ − 30◦N, 0◦ − 30◦E among all the mounted datasets from
clouds, and the data quality requirement was a cloud coverage
of less than 60%.

From the experimental results in Fig. 12, we can tell that
the time overhead of LSA and LSF is increasing linearly as
the amount of discovered data goes up. The time overhead of
the LSA strategy could nearly be 50% of that of the LSF Internet
data discovering method, as the data scale from 10 to 6000. This
indicates that the LSF strategy does not work well for RS data
discovery. Because the LSF strategy is mainly used for crawling
text data on the Internet, and it does not take multidimensional
attributes, such as time and space of RS data into account. The
LSF is blind to the spatio-temporal attributes of the data, which
could lead to the inefficiency of the whole discovery process. In
contrast, our LSA strategy is based on LSF, while taking into
account the spatio-temporal attributes of RS data. It narrows the
data search by calculating the spatio-temporal match between
the scene data and the target, so the target data can be found
faster during the data discovery. Overall, the time performance
of LSA data discovery is twice as good as the LSF strategy, and
the LSA is more efficient in RS data discovery.

C. Scalability Experiments on Data Discovery

1) Experiment on Spatio-Temporal Scalability of LSA: We
tested the scalability of different time spans and spatial regions
for LSA data discovery. The first experiment was conducted to
discover Sentinel2 data in the Asian region and different time
spans (10 days, 20 days, and 30 days), with cloud coverage of
less than 50%. The second experiment was conducted to discover
Landsat7 data in a temporal span of the year 2020 and different
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Fig. 13. Time overhead of LSA data discovery in different time spans.

Fig. 14. Time overhead of LSA data discovery in different spatial regions.

spatial regions (15◦ × 15◦ grid, 20◦ × 20◦ grid, and 25◦ × 25◦

grid), with cloud coverage of less than 50%.
According to Fig. 13(b), when the target time span is scaling

from 10 days, 20 days to 30 days, the time overhead of dis-
covering 10 000 scenes of data is reduced by 24% and 32% in
order. According to Fig. 14(b), when the target spatial region is
scaling from a 15◦ × 15◦ grid, a 20◦ × 20◦ grid to a 25◦ × 25◦

grid, the time overhead of discovering 2000 scenes of data is
reduced by 9% and 22% in order. These experimental results
prove that the time overhead of discovering the same amount
of target data decreases as the time span or spatial region of
the discovery is expanded. Because the larger the time span or
spatial region of discovery leads to a larger amount of data that
meets the requirements, the easier it is to locate the target data
from a large amount of mounted data, and the time overhead to
discover the same amount of target data decreases. Based on the
results of Fig. 13(a), when the time span was from 10 days to 20
days, the total amount of data found doubled and the total time
overhead increased by 20%. Based on the results of Fig. 14(a),
when the spatial region from a 15◦ × 15◦ grid to a 20◦ × 20◦

grid, the total amount of data found increased by half and the
total time overhead increased by approximately 28%. This is
because with the expansion of time span or spatial region, more
data of mounted datasets meet requirements, and it takes more
time to find all the target data. Overall, as the time span or spatial

region of the data discovery target increases within a certain
range, the LSA strategy can still discover the target data in a
short time with better performance. However, if the time span
and spatial region of the data discovery target are expanded to
the full spatio-temporal range of the dataset (when all the data
of the dataset match the target requirements), the LSA strategy
will no longer have the performance advantage. In this case, it
would be more appropriate to use the DFS strategy to perform
the data discovery task.

2) Experiment on Parallel Scalability of LSA: We deployed
a distributed data discovery architecture to manage and execute
data discovery tasks. To test the parallel scalability of the LSA
data discovery strategy, we execute the same data discovery task
with a different number of threads (each node with a thread
pool of up to ten threads). We implemented data discovery
experiments to discover Landsat7 data in 2020 with a spatial
range of 0◦ − 30◦N, 0◦ − 30◦E and a cloud coverage of less
than 50%.

From the results in Fig. 15, we can tell that the more threads
execute tasks, the better the performance of LSA data discovery.
The largest performance improvement in data discovery was
found when the number of threads was increased from 10 to
20, with a 54% performance improvement. The performance
improvement was between 30% and 20% for each additional
ten threads as the number of threads increased from 20 to
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Fig. 15. Time overhead of LSA data discovery with different number of
threads.

60. When the number of threads reaches 60, the performance
improvement is less than 10% for each additional ten threads and
the performance improvement is getting smaller, which may be
limited by the network communication or bandwidth of the dis-
tributed system, etc. Therefore, using 60 threads (six nodes) can
achieve optimal execution efficiency without wasting resources
under the current experimental conditions. Overall, the LSA data
discovery strategy deployed on a distributed architecture can
scale well and improve data discovery efficiency by increasing
the number of threads (nodes).

D. Retrieval Experiments With QF Filtering

1) Experiments on Spatio-Temporal Scalability of Data Re-
trieval: For RS data discovered from multiple cloud platforms,
we construct data cube indexes for them and store them in
ODC’s database, thus supporting subsequent data cube retrieval
and access across clouds. To test the scalability of data cube
retrieval across clouds in different time spans or spatial regions,
we conducted data cube retrieval experiments based on two
million data cube indexes in the database. As shown in Fig. 16,
we tested the time overhead of data cube retrieval in different
time spans (time span: 1 month, 3 months, 6 months, 9 months,
and 12 months) and Shandong Province, China. As shown in
Fig. 17, we tested the time overhead of data cube retrieval
in January 2020 and different spatial regions (spatial region:
Shandong Province, Heilongjiang Province, Xinjiang Province,
Inner Mongolia Province, and China).

Based on the results in Fig. 16(a), the amount of data retrieved
for the 12 months was about 11.9 times that of the one month,
and the total time overhead was about 11.6 times. From the
results in Fig. 17(a), the amount of data retrieved for the China
region was about 73.7 times than that of the Shandong province,
and the total time overhead was about 71.84 times. These results
indicate that as the time span or spatial region of data retrieval
expands, the total amount of data retrieved increases, as does
the total time overhead. The reason is that as the time span or
spatial region of the retrieval increases, the more data in the
database that meet the requirements, the larger the amount of
data retrieved. It takes a lot of time to load these retrieval results
into memory and return them to the user at one time, so the total

time overhead of data retrieval increases. Based on the results
in Figs. 16(b) and 17(b), the average time overhead of data re-
trieval (total time overhead/number of results) remains relatively
stable in the range of 0.0010 to 0.0012 s as the time span or
spatial region of data retrieval expands. This indicates that the
average time overhead of data cube retrieval is hardly affected
by the time span and spatial region of retrieval, maintaining a
good retrieval performance. Overall, the total time overhead of
retrieval is increased by the number of results when the time
span or spatial region increases, but the average time overhead
of retrieval remains almost constant, which confirms the good
spatio-temporal scalability of data retrieval.

2) Comparative Experiment on Data Retrieval With and
Without QF Filtering: This article introduces a QF data filtering
strategy for data cube retrieval across clouds. To test the perfor-
mance of this filtering strategy, we constructed a comparison
experiment on data cube retrieval with and without the QF
filtering strategy. The retrieval experiment was implemented to
search Sentinel2 data in January 2021, with a spatial range of
25◦ − 45◦N, 95◦ − 115◦E.

Fig. 18(a) displays the results of direct data retrieval without
data filtering on the map. It took 4 s to retrieve 5812 scene data,
which have a large amount of overlap on the map. Fig. 18(b)
displays the results of data retrieval with QF data filtering on the
map. It took 34 s to retrieve and filter out 894 high-quality scene
data, which maximized coverage of the target area with a small
overlap. The experimental results show that the QF data filtering
strategy can help us filter out a small amount of high-quality
data covering the target area from a large amount of data at
a small time overhead. This strategy avoids a large number of
overlapping data retrieved, thereby improving the efficiency of
subsequent data processing and analysis. In addition, it prevents
poor-quality data from affecting the accuracy of the data analysis
results.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this article, we conduct several comparison experiments
to evaluate the performance and scalability of the LSA data
discovery and data cube retrieval across clouds. The experi-
mental results show that the methods are effective, efficient,
and scalable. From the comparative experiments on LSA and
ODC-based data access, the time overhead of the ODC-based
approach is tens or even hundreds of times higher than the that
of LSA discovery strategy, and the LSA data discovery is more
efficient. In the comparative experiments on DFS, BFS, I-DFS,
I-BFS, LSF, and LSA discovery, the time overhead of LSA is
about 20% less than that of I-DFS and about 50% less than
that of I-BFS in the small-scale data discovery experiments; the
time overhead of LSA is about 66% less than that of I-DFS
and 87% less than that of I-BFS in large-scale data discovery
experiments; the time overhead of the LSA strategy is 50% less
than that of the LSF strategy. These experimental results show
that the LSA strategy is more effective than other data discovery
strategies. From the scalability experiments on data discovery,
as the time span or spatial region of the data discovery target
increases within a certain range, the LSA strategy shows good
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Fig. 16. Time overhead of data cube retrieval in different time spans.

Fig. 17. Time overhead of data cube retrieval in different spatial regions.

Fig. 18. Data cube retrieval results with and without QF filtering.

spatio-temporal scalability. In addition, the LSA data discovery
can scale well as increasing the number of threads, and using
60 threads (six nodes) can achieve optimal execution efficiency
without wasting resources under the current experimental con-
ditions. The experiments on spatio-temporal scalability of data
retrieval show that data cube retrieval scale well and keep the
average retrieval time stable within a small range when the

time span or spatial region increases. Finally, the comparative
experiment on data retrieval with and without data filtering
proves that the QF data filtering strategy can help us filter out a
small amount of high-quality data covering the target area from
a large amount of data at a small time overhead.

In short, the data discovery, retrieval, and filtering method
proposed in this article facilitates unified discovery, retrieval, and
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access to RS data from multiple cloud platforms, distributed file
systems, and local systems. It demonstrates good performance
and scalability, thereby enabling users to improve the efficiency
of data discovery and acquisition, and focus on data analysis and
application. However, network speed and stability can impact the
performance of data discovery, due to the data being sourced
from multiple public cloud storage. It is important to note that
the LSA data discovery strategy may not be suitable for all data
discovery tasks.

VII. CONCLUSION

The amount of global archived EO data has increased sig-
nificantly, reaching exabytes. The innovative paradigm of the
EODC has transformed the traditional way of EO data acqui-
sition, storage, processing, and sharing. However, the diverse
data cube solutions have led to limited interoperability among
existing data cube infrastructures, hindering data sharing and
joint use across them. To tackle these issues, we proposed
a method of in-memory distributed data cube autodiscovery
and retrieval from RS big data across clouds. We constructed
distributed in-memory data orchestration to provide users with
a unified in-memory access view and operation interface of
different cloud platforms. We proposed an LSA data discovery
strategy across clouds and a QF data filtering strategy to support
efficient data discovery and retrieval. These efforts overcome the
challenge of data cube joint use and enable fast and accurate data
discovery and retrieval across clouds. However, network speed
and stability could impact the performance of data discovery,
due to the experimental data being sourced from multiple public
cloud storage. In the future, we will take the multidimensional
and geometric characteristics of spatio-temporal RS data into
account, as well as the spatial direction of data access in the anal-
ysis of RS data, to design access pattern-aware spatio-temporal
RS data cache prefetching and replacement strategy, so as to
further improve the access performance of spatio-temporal RS
data.

Overall, our proposed method allows users to focus on data
analysis and processing without the tedious and time-consuming
data acquisition, such as searching and downloading data from
multiple cloud platforms. This method is beneficial to promote
the full potential of spatio-temporal RS data information, facil-
itating large-scale scientific research on global environmental
change and sustainable development.
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